Ethanol and trichloroethanol alter gating of 5-HT3 receptor-channels in NCB-20 neuroblastoma cells.
Alcohol potentiation of 5-HT3 receptors was examined in NCB-20 neuroblastoma cells using whole-cell patch-clamp electrophysiological techniques. Activation of the receptor with the weak partial agonist dopamine (DA) was used to examine alcohol effects under conditions of full agonist occupancy, but low probability of channel opening. Dopamine activation of the receptor increased in a concentration-dependent manner (EC50=0.28 mM), and on average maximal responses to DA were 8.0+/-0.8% of the maximal response to 5-HT. Ethanol (EtOH) and trichloroethanol (TCEt) potentiated DA-activated ion current mediated by 5-HT3 receptors. Potentiation of responses to a maximally effective dopamine concentration averaged 52.0+/-8.0% for EtOH and 567+/-43% for TCEt, which was comparable to the potentiation observed when receptors were activated by a low concentration of 5-HT. The alcohols increased both the potency and efficacy with which dopamine activated the receptor. The observation that alcohols increase the maximal efficacy of dopamine activation of the receptor indicates that one action of alcohols on the 5-HT3 receptor is to increase the probability of channel opening independent of any effect on agonist affinity.